is a defining sequence for G and so G is definable by cubes with handles.
The proof of the next theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 1. was introduced in [4] and the following theorem follows immediately from Theorem 1 of this paper and Theorem 8 of [4] .
is equivalent to a point-like ^-dimensional decomposition of S
In the remaining two sections, we shall utilize some of the above results to investigate certain properties of O-dimensional decompositions of S\ 4* Properties of point-like O-dimensional decompositions of S 3 . In this section we give two properties, each of which is both necessary and sufficient to imply S 3 /G is homeomorphic to S 3 . A space X will be said to have the Dehn's Lemma property if and only if the following condition holds: If D is a disk and / is a mapping of D into X such that on some neighborhood of f(BdD), f~~ι is a function, and U is neighborhood of the set of singular points of
A space X will be said to have the map separation property if and only if the following condition holds: If D is a disk and f lf , f n are maps of D into X such that (1) for each i, on some neighborhood Each map can be "glued" to the annulus cl (A -A') to obtain a map from A into AUP"^^) with no singularities on A -P-^cl Ui). We now apply Dehn's Lemma in S 3 to these maps to obtain disjoint disks F l9 •••, F k such that (1) Suppose then that infinitely many of the 2\ are not solid tori. We may suppose for convenience that each T^ is not a solid torus. By [1] , each T -S 5 -Int T { is a solid torus. We now have three cases. We now show that the remaining two cases cannot occur.
Case II. Suppose that there is a positive integer s such that N(T' jf ΓJ +1 ) = 1 for j ^ s. Since P(f|Γ=i^) is 0-dimensional there is a positive integer t and a cube K such that P(T s+t ) c Int if c if aP (Int T 8 ). Let A'+t be a meridional disk of T s+t . Using Dehn's Lemma we may adjust P(D f 8+t ) in P(Int T' B+t ) so that it is polyhedral, and it follows that P{T' s+t ) is a solid torus with the adjusted P(D' 8+t ) as a meridional disk. Let Jbe a longitudinal simple closed curve of T s+t such that /cBd T' 8+t and J intersects Bd D s ' +t at just one point. Let A be an annulus with boundary components A ι and A 2 . By [13] , N(T 8 , T 8+t ) = 1. Hence there is a mapping / of A into Γ« +ί such that /| Ax is a homeomorphism, /(AJ = J, and /(A 2 ) c T^. Now P(f(A 2 )) can be shrunk to a point missing if since it is contained in S z -K; hence P(f(A 2 )) can be shrunk to a point in P(T' 8+t ). But this implies that the longitudinal simple closed curve P(J) of P(T 8+t ) can be shrunk to a point in P(Γ/ +ί ). Hence Case II cannot occur.
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